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New & New(ish) 7s including any front- & -back Hook(s) & ANAGRAM(s) 

DAMFOOL ADFLMOO DAMFOOL -S, stupid or foolish person [n -S] 

DAMNEST ADEMNST DAMNEST -S, DAMNEST, TANDEMS, damndest (utmost (greatest degree or amount)) [n -S] 

DANCIER ACDEINR CAIRNED, DANCIER, DANCEY, suitable for dancing [adj] 

DANGEST ADEGNST DANGEST, STANGED, DANG, damn [adj] 

DANSAKS AADKNSS DANSAK, dhansak (casserole of meats and vegetables) [n] 

DARNEST ADENRST DARNEST -S, DARNEST, STANDER, damndest (utmost (greatest degree or amount)) [n -S] 

DASHCAM AACDHMS DASHCAM -S, video camera mounted on dashboard [n -S] 

DATINGS ADGINST DATING, act of one that dates [n] 

DAYPACK AACDKPY DAYPACK -S, bag carrying things that is strapped on one's back [n -S] 

DAYSAIL AADILSY DAYSAIL -S, to sail yacht for day [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DAYWEAR AADERWY clothing suitable for informal occasions [n DAYWEAR] 

DEADASS AADDESS seriously (in serious (thoughtful or subdued in appearance or manner) manner) [adv] 

DEALIGN ADEGILN DEALIGN -S, ALIGNED, DEALIGN, DEALING, LEADING, to withdraw allegiance to political party [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DEBOARD ABDDEOR DEBOARD -S, BOARDED, DEBOARD, ROADBED, to leave vehicle [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DEBURRS BDERRSU DEBURR, to remove rough edges from [v] 

DEDENDA ADDDEEN DEDENDUM, root of gear tooth [n] 

DEGORGE DEEGGOR DEGORGE -DS, to use salt to extract moisture before cooking [v -D, -GING, -S] 

DEHAIRS ADEHIRS AIRSHED, DASHIER, DEHAIRS, HARDIES, SHADIER, DEHAIR, to remove hair from [v] 

DELEAFS ADEEFLS DEFLEAS, DELEAFS, DELEAF, to remove leaves from [v] 

DELINKS DEIKLNS DELINKS, KINDLES, SLINKED, DELINK, to break connection between [v] 

DEMENTI DEEIMNT DEMENTI -AS, official denial of published statement [n -S] 

DEMINER DEEIMNR DEMINER -S, DEMINER, ERMINED, one that removes mines (explosive devices) [n -S] 

DEMISTS DEIMSST DEMIST, to defog (to remove fog from) [v] 

DEMONYM DEMMNOY DEMONYM -S, name given to geographical group of people [n -S] 

DENTARY ADENRTY lower jaw in mammals [n -RIES] 

DERECHO CDEEHOR DERECHO -S, COHERED, DERECHO, OCHERED, line of intense widespread windstorms [n -S] 

DESCALE ACDEELS DESCALE -DS, to remove scales from [v -D, -LING, -S] 

DESEEDS DDEEESS DESEED, to remove seeds from [v] 

DESKILL DEIKLLS DESKILL -S, DESKILL, SKILLED, to reduce level of skill required [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DETUNED DDEENTU DETUNE, to adjust (instrument) so that it is no longer in tune [v] 

DETUNES DEENSTU DETUNE, to adjust (instrument) so that it is no longer in tune [v] 

DEXTERS DEERSTX DEXTER, animal of breed of Irish cattle [n] 

DHANSAK AADHKNS DHANSAK -S, casserole of meats and vegetables [n -S] 

DHOLAKS ADHKLOS DHOLAK, two-headed drum [n] 

DHURRAS ADHRRSU DHURRA, durra (cereal grain) [n] 

DHYANAS AADHNSY DHYANA, profound meditation in Hinduism [n] 

DIDDUMS DDDIMSU used to express sympathy to child [interj] 

DIDYMOS DDIMOSY DIDYMO, type of algae (any of group of primitive aquatic plants) [n]  

DIGICAM ACDGIIM DIGICAM -S, digital camera [n -S] 

DIMMISH DHIIMMS DIM, to make dim [adj] 

DININGS DGIINNS DINING, activity of eating dinner [n] 

DISCOES CDEIOSS DISCO, to dance at discotheque [v] 

DISKERS DEIKRSS DISKER, one that disks (to break up land with type of farm implement) [n] 

DIVINGS DGIINSV DIVING, act or sport of plunging headfirst into water [n] 

DJEMBES BDEEJMS DJEMBE, type of African hand drum [n] 

DJIBBAH ABBDHIJ DJIBBAH -S, jibba (long coat worn by Muslim men) [n -S] 
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DJIBBAS ABBDIJS DJIBBA, jibba (long coat worn by Muslim men) [n] 

DODDLES DDDELOS DODDLE, easy task [n] 

DOGPILE DEGILOP DOGPILE -DS, to fight or celebrate by forming heap of people [v -D, -LING, -S] 

DOGSKIN DGIKNOS DOGSKIN -S, leather made from skin of dog [n -S] 

DOGTAIL ADGILOT DOGTAIL -S, type of grass [n -S] 

DOILIED DDEIILO covered in doily [adj] 

DONAIRS ADINORS DONAIRS, INROADS, ORDAINS, SADIRON, DONAIR, sliced lamb rolled in pita bread [n] 

DONEGAL ADEGLNO DONEGAL -S, type of tweed (coarse woolen fabric) [n -S] 

DONGING DGGINNO DONG, to make deep sound like that of large bell [v] 

DONSHIP DHINOPS DONSHIP -S, position of don (senior member of British university) [n -S] 

DOODAHS ADDHOOS DOODAH, small useful device [n] 

DORYMAN ADMNORY one that fishes from dory [n -MEN] 

DORYMEN DEMNORY DORYMAN, one that fishes from dory [n] 

DOUCEST CDEOSTU DOUCEST, SCOUTED, DOUCE, sober, sedate [adj] 

DOUTING DGINOTU DOUT, to extinguish (as fire) [v] 

DOWNILY DILNOWY in downy (soft (yielding readily to pressure)) manner [adv] 

DOXINGS DGINOSX DOXING, act of doxing [n] 

DOXXING DGINOXX DOXXING -S, act of doxxing [n -S], DOXX, to dox (to attack by publishing private information) [v] 

DREARER ADEERRR DREAR, dreary (dismal (cheerless and depressing)) [adj] 

DROPTOP DOOPPRT DROPTOP -S, convertible automobile [n -S] 

DRUPELS DELPRSU DRUPELS, SLURPED, DRUPEL, drupelet (small drupe) [n] 

DRUTHER DEHRRTU DRUTHER -S, one's preference [n -S] 

DRYSUIT DIRSTUY DRYSUIT -S, waterproof rubber suit worn by divers [n -S] 

DUALISE ADEILSU DUALISE -DS, AUDILES, DUALISE, to dualize (to make twofold) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

DUALLIE ADEILLU DUALLIE -S, dually (pickup truck with double rear wheels) [n -S] 

DUBSTEP BDEPSTU DUBSTEP -S, type of electronic dance music [n -S] 

DUCKISH CDHIKSU dusk [n -ES] 

DUDETTE DDEETTU DUDETTE -S, DUDETTE, DUETTED, dudish female [n -S] 

DUFFEST DEFFSTU DUFFEST, STUFFED, DUFF, worthless, useless [adj] 

DUFFING DFFGINU DUFF, to mishit ball in golf [v] 

DUKKAHS ADHKKSU DUKKAH, Egyptian condiment [n] 

DULCIAN ACDILNU DULCIAN -S, DULCIAN, INCUDAL, early type of bassoon [n -S] 

DUMBASS ABDMSSU idiot (mentally deficient person) [n -ES] 

DUPATTA AADPTTU DUPATTA -S, scarf or headdress worn by some Muslim women [n -S] 

DUPINGS DGINPSU DUPING, act of duplicating something [n] 

DUPIONS DINOPSU DUPIONS, UNIPODS, DUPION, type of silk fabric [n] 

DUPLETS DELPSTU DUPLET, set of two of one kind [n] 

DUYKERS DEKRSUY DUYKER, duiker (small antelope) [n] 

 

New & New(ish) 8s including any front- & -back Hook(s) & ANAGRAM(s) 

DABBINGS ABBDGINS DABBING, act of dabbing [n] 

DAMFOOLS ADFLMOOS DAMFOOL, stupid or foolish person [n] 

DAMNESTS ADEMNSST DAMNEST, damndest (utmost (greatest degree or amount)) [n] 

DANCIEST ACDEINST DANCEY, suitable for dancing [adj] 

DARNESTS ADENRSST DARNEST, damndest (utmost (greatest degree or amount)) [n] 

DASHCAMS AACDHMSS DASHCAM, video camera mounted on dashboard [n] 

DATAFILE AADEFILT DATAFILE -S, digital file containing data [n -S] 
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DAWNINGS ADGINNSW DAWNING, daybreak (first appearance of light in morning) [n] 

DAYPACKS AACDKPSY DAYPACK, bag carrying things that is strapped on one's back [n] 

DAYWEARS AADERSWY DAYWEAR, clothing suitable for informal occasions [n] 

DEADNAME AADDEEMN DEADNAME -DS, to refer to someone by their deprecated birthname [v -D, -MING, -S] 

DEALIGNS ADEGILNS DEALIGNS, DEALINGS, LEADINGS, SIGNALED, DEALIGN, to withdraw allegiance to political party [v] 

DEARESTS ADEERSST ASSERTED, DEARESTS, DEAREST, much-loved person [n] 

DEBOARDS ABDDEORS ADSORBED, DEBOARDS, ROADBEDS, DEBOARD, to leave vehicle [v] 

DEBRISES BDEEIRSS DEBRIS, fragments or scattered remains [n] 

DEBURRED BDDEERRU DEBUR, deburr (to remove rough edges from) [v], DEBURR [v] 

DECKLESS CDEEKLSS lacking deck [adj] 

DECLUTCH CCDEHLTU CLUTCHED, DECLUTCH, to disengage clutch (coupling mechanism) of motor vehicle [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

DEDENDUM DDDEEMNU DEDENDUM -S, root of gear tooth [n -DA, -S] 

DEEPFAKE ADEEEFKP DEEPFAKE -S, altered image misrepresenting something actually done [n -S] 

DEFRIEND DDEEFINR DEFRIEND -S, DEFRIEND, FRIENDED, to remove (person's name) from list of friends [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DEGORGED DDEEGGOR DEGORGE, to use salt to extract moisture before cooking [v] 

DEGORGES DEEGGORS DEGORGE, to use salt to extract moisture before cooking [v] 

DEHAIRED ADDEEHIR DEHAIR, to remove hair from [v] 

DEIONISE DEEIINOS DEIONISE -DRS, to deionize (to remove ions from) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

DELEAFED ADDEEEFL DEFLEAED, DELEAFED, DELEAF, to remove leaves from [v] 

DELINKED DDEEIKLN DELINK, to break connection between [v] 

DEMENTIS DEEIMNST DEMENTIS, SEDIMENT, DEMENTI, official denial of published statement [n] 

DEMINERS DEEIMNRS DEMINER, one that removes mines (explosive devices) [n] 

DEMINING DEGIIMNN DEMINING -S, removal of mines [n -S] 

DEMISTED DDEEIMST DEMIST, to defog (to remove fog from) [v] 

DEMONYMS DEMMNOSY DEMONYM, name given to geographical group of people [n] 

DENTELLE DEEELLNT DENTELLE -S, lacy style of book-cover decoration [n -S] 

DEPUTISE DEEIPSTU DEPUTISE -DS, DEPUTIES, DEPUTISE, to deputize (to appoint as deputy) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

DERACINE ACDEEINR DERACINE -S, displaced person [n -S] 

DERATION ADEINORT DERATION -S, AROINTED, DERATION, ORDINATE, RATIONED, to free (as food) from rationing [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DERECHOS CDEEHORS DERECHO, line of intense widespread windstorms [n] 

DESCALED ACDDEELS DESCALE, to remove scales from [v] 

DESCALES ACDEELSS DECLASSE, DESCALES, DESCALE, to remove scales from [v 

DESEEDED DDDEEEES DESEED, to remove seeds from [v] 

DESEEDER DDEEEERS DESEEDER -S, DESEEDER, RESEEDED, one that deseeds (to remove seeds from) [n -S] 

DESKILLS DEIKLLSS DESKILL, to reduce level of skill required [v] 

DESORBER BDEEORRS DESORBER -S, DESORBER, RESORBED, one that desorbs (to remove by reverse of absorption) [n -S] 

DESTREAM ADEEMRST DESTREAM -S, DESTREAM, MASTERED, STREAMED, to reverse categorizing of students [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DESTRESS DEERSSST DESSERTS, DESTRESS, STRESSED, to remove stress from [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

DETANGLE ADEEGLNT DETANGLE -DRS, to remove knots from [v -D, -LING, -S] 

DETUNING DEGINNTU DETUNE, to adjust (instrument) so that it is no longer in tune [v] 

DEVONIAN ADEINNOV of or pertaining to certain geologic time period [adj] 

DEXTRALS ADELRSTX DEXTRAL, right-handed person [n] 

DHANSAKS AADHKNSS DHANSAK, casserole of meats and vegetables [n] 

DIARCHAL AACDHILR DIARCHY, government with two rulers [adj] 

DIATREME ADEEIMRT DIATREME -S, DIAMETER, DIATREME, volcanic vent produced by gaseous explosions [n -S] 

DICKERER CDEEIKRR DICKERER -S, DICKERER, DRECKIER, one who dickers [n -S] 

DICKHEAD ACDDEHIK DICKHEAD -S, inept, foolish, or contemptible person [n -S] 
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DIEGESES DEEEGISS DIEGESIS, narrative in film [n] 

DIEGESIS DEEGIISS narrative in film [n -SES] 

DIEGETIC CDEEGIIT pertaining to diegesis (narrative in film) [adj] 

DIGICAMS ACDGIIMS DIGICAM, digital camera [n] 

DIGITISE DEGIIIST DIGITISE -DS, to digitize (to put data into digital notation) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

DILLWEED DDEEILLW DILLWEED -S, leaves of dill plant [n -S] 

DIRTBALL ABDILLRT DIRTBALL -S, dirty or contemptible person [n -S] 

DISCLESS CDEILSSS diskless (having no disk (round, flat storage device for computer)) [adj] 

DISKLESS DEIKLSSS having no disk (round, flat storage device for computer) [adj] 

DISODIUM DDIIMOSU containing two sodium atoms [adj]  

DISOMIES DEIIMOSS DISOMY, condition of being disomic [n] 

DISOWNER DEINORSW DISOWNER -S, one that disowns (to deny ownership of) [n -S] 

DISSAVER ADEIRSSV DISSAVER -S, ADVISERS, DISSAVER, one that dissaves (to use savings for current expenses) [n -S] 

DJIBBAHS ABBDHIJS DJIBBAH, jibba (long coat worn by Muslim men) [n] 

DOCUSOAP ACDOOPSU DOCUSOAP -S, television series about activities of real people [n -S] 

DOGPILED DDEGILOP DOGPILE, to fight or celebrate by forming heap of people [v] 

DOGPILES DEGILOPS DOGPILE, to fight or celebrate by forming heap of people [v] 

DOGSKINS DGIKNOSS DOGSKIN, leather made from skin of dog [n] 

DOGSTAIL ADGILOST DOGSTAIL -S, DOGSTAIL, DOGTAILS, grass with spiky flower heads [n -S] 

DOGTAILS ADGILOST DOGSTAIL, DOGTAILS, DOGTAIL, type of grass [n] 

DONEGALS ADEGLNOS DONEGALS, SLOGANED, DONEGAL, type of tweed (coarse woolen fabric) [n] 

DONSHIPS DHINOPSS DONSHIP, position of don (senior member of British university) [n] 

DOORCASE ACDEOORS DOORCASE -S, frame for door [n -S] 

DOWNHOLE DEHLNOOW used down or in oil well [adj] 

DOWNRATE ADENORTW DOWNRATE -DS, DANEWORT, DOWNRATE, TEARDOWN, to make lower in value [v -D, -TING, -S] 

DOWNWARP ADNOPRWW DOWNWARP -S, broad surface depression [n -S] 

DOWSINGS DGINOSSW DOWSING, technique for searching for underground water [n] 

DOXXINGS DGINOSXX DOXXING, act of doxxing [n] 

DRAWCORD ACDDORRW DRAWCORD -S, cord for drawing garment tight [n -S] 

DREADEST ADDEERST DREAD, frightening [adj] 

DREAREST ADEERRST ARRESTED, DREAREST, RETREADS, SERRATED, TREADERS, DREAR, dreary (dismal (cheerless and depressing)) [adj] 

DRECKIER CDEEIKRR DICKERER, DRECKIER, DRECKY, trashy (resembling trash) [adj] 

DRECKISH CDEHIKRS DRECK, rubbish [adj] 

DREKKIER DEEIKKRR DREKKY, drecky (trashy (resembling trash)) [adj] 

DRIFTNET DEFINRTT DRIFTNET -S, large fishnet arranged to drift with tide or current [n -S] 

DRONGOES DEGNOORS DRONGO, tropical bird [n] 

DROPDOWN DDNOOPRW DROPDOWN -S, type of computer menu [n -S]  

DROPSEED DDEEOPRS DROPSEED -S, type of grass [n -S] 

DROPTOPS DOOPPRST DROPTOP, convertible automobile [n] 

DROVINGS DGINORSV DROVING, work of drover [n] 

DRUGLESS DEGLRSSU being without drugs [adj] 

DRUNKISH DHIKNRSU somewhat drunk [adj] 

DRYLANDS ADDLNRSY DRYLAND, arid region [n] 

DRYSUITS DIRSSTUY DRYSUIT, waterproof rubber suit worn by divers [n] 

DUALISED ADDEILSU DUALISE, to dualize (to make twofold) [v] 

DUALISES ADEILSSU DUALISE, to dualize (to make twofold) [v] 

DUATHLON ADHLNOTU DUATHLON -S, long-distance race involving running and bicycling [n -S] 
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DUBBINED BBDDEINU DUBBIN, to apply dubbing to leather [v] 

DUBSTEPS BDEPSSTU DUBSTEP, type of electronic dance music [n] 

DUDENESS DDEENSSU state of being dude (dandy) [n -ES] 

DUDETTES DDEESTTU DUDETTE, dudish female [n] 

DUELINGS DEGILNSU DUELINGS, INDULGES, DUELING, contest between two persons with deadly weapons [n] 

DULCIANS ACDILNSU DULCIAN, early type of bassoon [n] 

DUMBSHOW BDHMOSUW DUMBSHOW -S, presentation in which communication is solely by signs and gestures [n -S] 

DUMBSIZE BDEIMSUZ DUMBSIZE -DS, to reduce workforce so low that work cannot be done effectively [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

DUNGHEAP ADEGHNPU DUNGHEAP -S, dunghill (heap of manure) [n -S] 

DUNKINGS DGIKNNSU DUNKING, act of dipping something into liquid [n] 

DUPATTAS AADPSTTU DUPATTA, scarf or headdress worn by some Muslim women [n] 

DUSTBALL ABDLLSTU DUSTBALL -S, ball of dust [n -S] 

DUSTCART ACDRSTTU DUSTCART -S, garbage truck [n -S] 

DYARCHAL AACDHLRY CHARLADY, DYARCHAL, DYARCHY, diarchy (government with two rulers) [adj] 

DYSLALIA AADILLSY DYSLALIA -S, inability to articulate speech [n -S] 

DYSTOPIC CDIOPSTY resembling dystopia (wretched place) [adj] 
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